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We characterize fuzzy relation equations possessing a unique solution. The 
equations presented here involve fuzzy sets and fuzzy relations assuming values in a 
linear lattice and defined on finite sets. A suitable example also shows that our main 
result generally does not hold if the fuzzy equations are assigned on complete 
Rrouwerian kttiCeS, not neCeSSarily kar. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a linear lattice with universal bounds 0 and 1, “<” the total 
ordering of L, “ A ” (inf) and “ v ” (sup) the usual lattice operations in L. 
Let X= {x,,x2, . . . . x,} be a finite set and 9(X) = (A : X-r L} the set of all 
fuzzy sets of A’, whose membership functions have values in L, as in the 
definition of Goguen [3]. Let Y= {y,, y,, . . . . y,} and Z= {zi, z2, . . . . z,} 
be two finite sets and QeS(Xx Y), ReF(YxZ), and TEF(XXZ) be 
three fuzzy relations (fuzzy sets) such that 
T(xi, Z/c)’ ‘;i IIQ(Xi, Yj) A R(yj, zk)I (1) 
j=l 
for any ie I,, and k E Z,, denoting Z, = ( 1, 2, . . . . q j the set of the first q 
positive integers. T is called a max-min composition of R and Q [9] 
denoted by 
T=RoQ. (2) 
Let 5%! be the set of solutions R EF( Yx Z) satisfying Eq. (2). If 
Q-’ E F( Y x X) denotes the inverse of Q, i.e., Q’(yj, xi) = Q(xi, yj) for 
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any i E I,, and j E I,,, , we define [9] @-composition of Q ~’ and T the fuzzy 
relation SE ,FT( Y x Z) given by 
S(y,,z,)=(Q -’ @ T)(y,,Z,)= ,( [Q~ ‘(Yj~Xi)‘T(Xi~z~)I 
,=I 
for any j E I, and k E I,,, c( being the binary operation in L [9, 111 defined 
as 
acth= 
1 if a6h 
b if a > 6, 
a, b E L. By remembering [lS] that R’> R” iff R’(y,, zk) > R”(y,, zk) in L 
for any jeZm, ke Z,, and R’, R”E F( Y x Z), Sanchez [9] gave the 
following fundamental theorem: 
THEOREM 1. &? # I;I ijjf S E 92. Further, S 3 R for any R E 92. 
From now on, since no confusion can arise, we put 
Q(x;, Yj) = Q;,, R( ~1, zk)=Rjk, T(x,, zk) = T,k 
for any iEI,, jEZm, and k E I, and we represent fuzzy relations as real 
matrices. Equation (1) is read as 
Tik = c (Q, * RI,) (3) 
j= I 
for any ieZ,, and ke I,. 
Let us denote with 1 DI the cardinality of a set D and A EF(X), 
B E F( Y), and WE 9(Xx Y) are such that 
B= WoA, B(Yj)= Q CW(Xi, Yj?i) * A( (4) 
r=l 
for any j E I,. Clearly, Eq. (4) is a particular case of Eq. (2). If W is the set 
of the solutions verifying (4), recently Sessa [ 121 characterized Eqs. (4) as 
having a unique solution, i.e., 1 W 1 = 1. Moreover, Lettieri and Liguori 
[S, 63 studied Eqs. (2) such that 1 .%‘I = 1. 
Here we establish another necessary and sufficient condition in order to 
guarantee also that ) %! 1 = 1. Suitable numerical examples illustrate the 
results obtained. In particular, Example 3 shows that our condition, 
contained in Theorem 3, can fail if the fuzzy equation (2) is assigned in 
Brouwerian lattices, not necessarily linear. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Following Lettieri and Liguori [S], it is not hard to see that the problem 
of solving fuzzy equations of type (2) is decomposable in the problem of 
solving p fuzzy equations of the following type: 
&oQ=Tk, 
where R,E~(Yx {zk}) and T,EF(XX {zk)), REIN,, denote the restric- 
tions of R and T to the respective indicated domains. Similar consideration 
appears in [4]. 
Henceforth, we may suppose k = 1 and, consequently, in order to 
simplify the notations, we define as in [6], 
R,, = R,, Ti, = Ti 
for any REF(YxZ), TEF(XXZ),~EZ,,,, ill,,, with Z being a set such 
that 1 ZI = 1. Thus (3) becomes 
Ti= q (Q, A Rj) (5) 
j=l 
for any in I,,. Moreover, in virtue of Lemmas 3 and 4 and Theorem 3 of 
[S], we assume, without loss of generality, T, > 0 for any i E I, and B # 0. 
LEMMA 1. Zf T,>OforanyieZ,,, thenS,>OforanyjEI,,,. 
Proof: Let S,, = 0 for j* E Z,. Since 
sja = j( (Q,. a Ti), 
i=l 
we should have Qi,. a Tie = 0 for some i* E I,,, i.e., Qi,. > 0 = T,., which is 
a contradiction to the hypothesis. 
Now we remember the following result of [S] : 
THEOREM 2. Zf n-cm, then /93?[ > 1. 
We illustrate this result with an example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let L,= [0, 11, “G” the natural ordering in the reals, 
a A b=min(a, b}, a v b=max{a, b}, a, bE [0, 11, and let QE~(XX Y), 
TE 9(Xx Z), n = 2, m = 3, and p = 1 defined by 
Yl Y2 Y3 Z 
Q= 
0.5 0.4 0.8 
0.3 0.8 1 ' TzX1 x2 [ 0.7 . 
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It is immediately seen that M is the smallest element (in the sense of 
fuzzy inclusion) of 59, i.e., R E 9 iff M < R < S. So 9 contains an infinite 
number of elements. 
About the theory of the minimal elements of W, we suggest that the 
reader study the papers of Czogala et al. [ 11, Di Nola [2], Higashi and 
Klir [4], Miyakoshi and Shimbo [7], Pappis and Sugeno [S], 
Sanchez [lo], Wang and Meng [ 141. In virtue of Theorem 2, we must 
assume n > m in the remaining sections of this paper. 
3. BASIC LEMMAS 
Supposing 1 W 1 = 1, of course we have S as a unique element of 5% The 
following lemmas hold: 
LEMMA 2. Ifl&?l=l, th??l 
sziJ= {FEZ,: Q, A S,= Ti} #QI 
for any jE Z,. 
ProoJ Let us assume that there exists an index j* E I,,, such the 
.&,? = @. This implies 
Qp A S,, < T, (6) 
and, consequently, 
v (Q,A Sj)= Ti (7) 
j#j* 




if j=j*, (8) 
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we have, on account of (5) and (7), for any i E I,, 
(Q, A Rj) 1 " (Q,* A Rj*) 
= v (Q,AS,) 
[ 1 vO=T,vO=T;, (9) j#j* 
i.e., R E %! (but R # S by Lemma 1) and then 19 1 > 1. This contradiction 
gives the thesis. 
LEMMA 3. rf [$%I = 1, then 
for any je Z,. 
Proof: Let us suppose gj. = @ for some j* E Z,. This implies that (7) 
holds for any i E J+, whereas (6) and (7) hold for any i E Z, - 4.. . Using 
again the fuzzy relation R EF( Yx 2) defined from (8), the equalities 
described in (9) hold for any i E Z,. This means R E 9, i.e., I ,% I> 1 because 
R # S in virtue of Lemma 1. From this contradiction, the thesis follows 
immediately. 
LEMMA 4. Zf I&!/=1, then 
%$= {iEBj: S,= T,} #a 
for any jEZ,. 
Proof Let us assume qje,. = @ for some j* E Z,. This implies that either 
S,. > T, (10) 
or 
Sj, < Ti (11) 
for any iEBj.. 
By Lemmas 2 and 3, we also have 
,g’* (Q, * S,)] < Ti (12) 
and 
Q,. A S,. = Ti (13) 
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for any iE a,*. From (13), we deduce Sj, > T, and this excludes the validity 
of (11). By (10) and (13) then we have 
and 
Q,,. = T (14) 
v T,<S,.. (15) 
I t .a,* 
Using (13)( 15), we achieve 
T;=TiA(,~,*Ti)=Lai*A(;~,.Ti)]~(Oa*AS,*)=Ti; 
i.e., 
Q,. A ( v Ti) = T, (16) 
is.%,* 
for any jE%+. 
Now we discuss an index c E I,, - gj.. By Lemmas 2 and 3, we deduce 
from (15), 
v (Qc, A Si)= Tc a(Q,* A S,.)> Qc,* A 
i > itlisT' '
(17) 
I#i* i 
where “0 stands for either “ =” if c E dj* or “ > ” if c 4 A$. 




where gj* # @ by Lemma 3. Then we have from (5), ( 12), and (16), 
v (Q,t A Rji.) 




for any i E Hj.. 
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Further, by (5) and (17), we have 
jf, (Q, A Rj)=[ V (Qcj A Rj)] V (Qcj* A Rj*) 
iZ/’ 
=Tc V [Q,* A (il,e Ti)]=Tc (19) 
for any cEZ,--Bj*. 
The equalities (18) and (19) imply that RE W and R # S, since (15) 
holds. Thus 1 %Y 1 > 1, in opposition to the hypothesis. This concludes the 
proof. 
4. MAIN THEOREM AND OTHER RESULTS 
The lemmas of Section 3 allow us to prove our main theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let 9 # 0. Then 
lBl=l $f WJ#@for anyjEIm. 
Proof In virtue of Lemma 4, it suffices to prove only an implication. 
Let R E B and R d S by Theorem 1. Let Rj. < S,* for some j* E Z,. Since 
y. #: 0, let i E Wj. E B,. G J+. Then we have 
V (Q, A Rj) < V (Qg A Sj) C Ti=Sj*=Q,* A Sj* 
j#j* I[ i#j’ 1 
which implies 
Ti= 9 (Q, A R,)= v (Qii A Rj) v (Q,. A R,.) 
j-1 [ i#i’ 1 
= (Q,. A R,.) 6 Rjt < Sj. = Ti, 
which is a contradiction. So Rj = Sj for any j E I,,,; i.e., R = S for any R E 92 
and therefore 1 W I = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let a#@. Zf I%![ = 1, then V?,,n%j=@ for any h, jEZ,,,, 
hfj. 
ProoJ: In virtue of Theorem 3. W,, # 0 and Wj # @ for any h, j E Z,,,. Let 
us suppose the existence of two indexes h*, j* E I,,,, h* #j*, such that 
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$,.ncG,.#@ and let i~~~.n~,*~~~.n.~,*,,~~;,,n.~~. Then we have 
[ 




v* (Q, * S/J] < T, = Q,/,* A S,,.. (21) 
Since h* #j*, we should deduce from (20) and (21): 
Ti= Q,,,a A S/P d 
I 
v (Q, * Si) < T,, 
j # i* I 
a contradiction. This implies the thesis. 
Remark. The property “P& n gi = 0 for any h, jE I,,,,” contained in 
Theorem 4, makes sense because n am. If n cm, the same property is 
meaningless. 
We give the following example which illustrates our main Theorem 3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let L be as in Example 1, n = 4, m = 3, p = 1, and 




S=y, 0.6 [ 1 and Y, 0.8 
Since 
t4 = (21, 4= {3,4}, 
9, = (21, B’2 = {4}, 
@I = 121, % = (41, 
Theorem 3 is verified. 
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Note that in this example the values of T are decreasing, but, as stressed 
in [ 1, 4, 51, this is in want of generality because, borrowing a phrase of 
[4], the “equation obtained by reordering the columns of the original 
equation (2) has the same solutions as the original equation.” 
EXAMPLE 3. Let L, m, n, and p be as in Example 2 and Q E F(X x Y), 
TEF(XX Z) given by 




Q=“’ 0.3 0.2 
x3 0.7 0.9 0.6 




4={2,3), d* = 
% = (21, 9i?*= 
% = PI, Gf2 = 
and SoQ=R’aQ= T. 
3,4), 4 = { 1, 3}, 
413 g3=(li? 
Izr)l Y= (112 
since S, = T,, S, # T,, and S, = T,. Then S is not the unique element of 
,9, as seen above. 
Unfortunately our main Theorem 3, here formulated in linear lattices, is 
not extendable to the case of finite fuzzy equations defined in complete 
Brouwerian (but not linear) lattices, as shown in the following example: 
EXAMPLE 4. Let N be the set of nonnegative integers endowed with the 
following lattice operations: 
a A b=lcm {a,6}, a v b=gcd(a, hj, 
and the following partial ordering, 
adh iff a divides h, 
where a, b E N and lcm (resp. gcd) denotes the least (resp. greatest) com- 
mon multiple (resp. divisor) integer between a and b. It is well known that 
(see [ 13, p. 841) the structure (N, A, v , < ) is a complete Brouwerian 
(not linear) lattice with minimum 0 and maximum 1. The operator a is 
defined by 
409’132 l-4 
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i 




gcd (lcm (u, n, h) 1 if LI & h. 
where a, HEN. Taking n=m=3, p=l. and QE.P(XX Y), TE.P(XXZ) 
given by 
We have 
and SoQ= T. 
It is easily seen that &, = B, = C, = { 3}, &z = 9& = %$ = { 1 }, and xJ~ = 
q=q= {2}, i.e., %$ # @ for any j E I,. Then, by Theorem 3, 1 d I should 
= 1 but S is not the unique element of 9, since, for instance, RI”’ ) Q = T, 
where n 3 1 and 
z 
1’1 2” 
R’“‘= )’ 1 . 
.2 [1 Y3 1 
Indeed. we have 
3 
v (Q,, A Rj”‘) 
j=l 
=(3~2”)v(l A l)v(2r\ 1)=(3.2”)v 1 v2=1=T,, 
,o, (Q2j A ““‘) 
Therefore %? contains an infinite number of elements. 
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